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"Little Busibodies" Paper Dolls in Full Colour 1988-01-01
6 charming paper doll youngsters each with 5 6 1920s outfits plus accessories riding togs bunny robe overalls pony parrot sailboat
more

Those Fascinating Paper Dolls 1965
paper dolls might seem the height of simplicity quaint but simple toys nothing more but through the centuries paper figures have
reflected religious and political beliefs notions of womanhood motherhood and family the dictates of fashion approaches to education
individual self image and self esteem and ideas about death this book examines paper dolls and their symbolism from icons made by
priests in ancient china to printable kim kardashians on the internet to show how these ephemeral objects have an enduring and
sometimes surprising presence in history and culture

Paper Dolls 2013-09-12
paper dolls might seem the height of simplicity quaint but simple toys nothing more but through the centuries paper figures have
reflected religious and political beliefs notions of womanhood motherhood and family the dictates of fashion approaches to education
individual self image and self esteem and ideas about death this book examines paper dolls and their symbolism from icons made by
priests in ancient china to printable kim kardashians on the internet to show how these ephemeral objects have an enduring and
sometimes surprising presence in history and culture

Paper Dolls 2017-11-02
generations of young readers have taken the characters of little women to their hearts and this collection of paper dolls offers a
delightful continuation of the tradition six dolls depict the march sisters meg jo beth and amy plus their mother marmee and their
neighbor theodore laurie lawrence the dolls wardrobes not only reflect their unique personalities but also the styles of 1860s new
england outfits include everyday dresses and formal wear as well as nightgowns coats and hats a full color background scene appears
on the inside covers

Paper Dolls 2017-08-23
among the best loved books of all time louise may alcott s little women has appealed to generations of readers this charming paper
doll collection recreates all four of the genial title characters featured in that literary classic here in full color are practical meg



tomboyish jo gentle beth and curly haired amy the four dolls can be dressed in 16 different mid victorian outfits all based on scenes
from the popular novel included are costumes for the celebrated christmas play practical daytime wear consisting of capes shawls
aprons and dresses and a bridal dress trimmed with ruffles and lace for meg s wedding a delight for collectors and paper doll fans of
all ages this wonderful collection will also thrill readers who still have warm memories of alcott s timeless tale

Louisa May Alcott's Little Women 2019-10-16
perforated for easy removal two reversible dolls represent a terrific variety of professions in the fields of science technology
engineering arts and mathematics thirty two colorful costumes include astronaut doctor architect chef many other professions

Little Women Paper Dolls 1994
this collection of classic shirley temple paper dolls reprints two rare books published in the 1930s includes three lifelike dolls varying
in size from 20 7 8 covers two pages to 5 7 8 and 18 delightful outfits pleated and ruffled party dresses pinafores for home and school
sunsuits for the beach and backyard belted raincoat perky sailor suit and many accessories

Girl Power Paper Dolls 2018-02-15
reproduced directly from rare original plates this full color volume contains four charming dolls and 30 appealing costumes including
a bright red snow suit blue and white striped overalls plus many more delightful costumes

Classic Shirley Temple Paper Dolls in Full Color 1986-10-01
four wide eyed little misses cute in a creepy way echo the macabre charm of the addams family and the drawings of edward gorey
dress them in charming frocks and send them to play with their saucer eyed pets

Original Shirley Temple Paper Dolls 1988-07-01
to a few people she was grace kelly of philadelphia to her movie fans she was a cool dignified and glamorous leading lady and to
countless others she was the american girl who became a fairy tale princess now in this new paper doll collection noted illustrator tom
tierney recreates over 30 memorable outfits worn by the actress in major rolls and events in her life sixteen full color plates include
four dolls three of grace and one of prince rainier while 32 skillfulkly rendered illustrations of costumes gowns and outfits recall
special events from a dress worn in her professional stage debut in 1949 to a dior outfit worn at a party in her honor in 1982 her film



fans will be pleased to find costumes from 11 film roles including an appropriately prim dress she wore as gary cooper s quaker bride
in high noon 1952 an elegant evening ensemble from rear window 1954 the sumptuous evening dress worn in to catch a thief 1955
and a graceful gown from the swan 1956 also included in this volume are the dress worn for the academy awards presentation at
which she won her 1954 oscar and here royal wedding gown made of 250 yards of antique heirloom lace two family groupings also
feature delightful portraits of the royal children paper doll enthusiasts will want to add this unique volume to their collection while
grace kelly fans and movie buffs will treaure this colorful tribute to a talented actress and charming modern day princess

Little Lost Girls Paper Dolls 2013-11-21
drawn from the paper doll collection of the boston children s museum this volume reproduces in full color two historic cut out paper
dolls and 30 authentic and exquisite costumes the dolls and outfits were originally published in the boston herald s sunday
supplements during 1895 96

Paper dolls 1984
2 dolls 32 costumes from calabria lombardy sardinia piedmont trentino alto adige emilia romagna valle d aosta more map 8 plates

Grace Kelly Paper Dolls in Full Color 1986-01-01
fairy tale fans big and small can dress up princess leonora 8 plates of elegant full color costumes feature a ball gown tiara riding outfit
conical hat and more the doll is perforated for easy removal

Antique Fashion Paper Dolls of the 1890s 1984-05
twenty paper dolls include reimagined renditions of sleeping beauty robin hood and hansel and gretel plus a brownie pixie troll goblin
and other magical creatures includes a spooky forest backdrop

Italian Girl and Boy Paper Dolls 1993-03-01
derived from victorian gothic glam and manga styles this fashion features bright colors and cartoon like accessories four paper dolls
come with a vibrant wardrobe of flouncy skirts platform shoes and playful ornaments



Princess Leonora Paper Doll 2007-06-01
explore many generations of chinese american history with this captivating collection of 5 paper dolls and 26 costumes for male and
female dolls of all ages included are outfits for work leisure and formal occasions and a play scene on inside covers

Twisted Fairy Tales Paper Dolls 2012-01-17
from the colorful imagination of l hoerner comes this charming paper doll collection with over 100 fashions accessories and toys for 8
little girls and their pets brenda lee and her furry friend gurr dee annabella and her cuddly cutie eloise katie did and her dainty
darling dollie roni v and her cat julee june bug along with her two westies wally and ollie krazy krissy and her lazy lamb lacy baby
nickie and her pal shotzie ellie mae and her big dog dot the scrapbook style pages are fun for viewing and playing kids and collectors
alike will enjoy these adorable paper pals

Harajuku Paper Dolls 2015-06-17
paper dolls fashion workshop offers budding fashionistas projects tips and expert instruction as they make their own paper dolls and
wardrobes

Chinatown Paper Dolls 2013-10-23
noted fashion illustrator recaptures one of the greatest cult figures of hollywood history in 3 lifelike dolls and 33 costumes from 27
films anna christie mata hari grand hotel queen christina anna karenina camille ninotchka 20 others costumes by adrian andre ani
gilbert clark max ree biography

Paper Pals Paper Dolls 2012-01-01
four wide eyed dolls rendered in the popular japanese cartoon style come with more than 30 cute outfits representing an imaginative
variety of roles including astronaut samurai pirate cowgirl and soccer player

Paper Dolls Fashion Workshop 2016-11-14
two 8 cardboard cut out dolls and 58 outfits included fashion paper dolls for daughter or granddaughter great for girls ages 3 7 who
will love this paper doll book helps to develop communication and cooperation between you and your daughter or granddaughter in



addition this book helps practice manual dexterity with careful cutting around the outfits all the clothes in this book were inspired by
the biggest fashion brands great for storytelling and role playing younger children may need the help to cut these dolls out dolls and
clothes are not perforated however this is a nice opportunity for fun family time

Greta Garbo Paper Dolls in Full Color 1985-01-01
one curly haired moppet eight traditional costumes hooded kerry cloak irish step dancer s outfit medieval entertainer s long pleated
gown 5 more

Manga Paper Dolls 2013-04-17
four adorable paper dolls will provide hours of imaginative play for children ages 4 to 8 daisy jasmine lily and rose each come with two
colorful outfits and accessories for all four seasons

Cut Out Paper Dolls 2020-09-16
frida fans of all ages will delight in this fabulous paper doll set celebrating the artist and fashion icon included here are thirty of her
signature ensembles plus a bonus paper doll of husband diego rivera with two outfits of his own

Little Irish Girl Paper Doll 1992-02-01
10 dolls and 14 costumes based on the much loved musical come with two background settings perfect for a paper doll production of
the operetta or as a keepsake for gilbert and sullivan fans

Flower Friends Paper Dolls 2015-09-16
irene and yannis come with 32 costumes and accessories 12 from the fashions of antiquity and the rest from the folk styles of modern
times apparel of peasants nobles priestess and soldier plus embroidered garments from macedonia thrace athens and the islands

Frida Kahlo Paper Dolls 2012-12-26
spanning the fifth through 19th centuries this sumptuous collection features two dolls with 14 outfits that were inspired by the works
of botticelli fra angelico jan van eyck and aubrey beardsley historically accurate costumes each sprinkled with a touch of glitter



include german persian italian spanish american french and other styles

Mikado Paper Dolls 2003
paper doll collection spotlights the monarch who led sixteenth century england to a period of enormous prosperity the queen s seven
magnificent gowns of silk satin and brocade are accented with pleated ruffs pearls and polished gemstones sir walter raleigh and
robert devereux earl of essex two of her admirers are also included

Greek Girl and Boy Paper Dolls 2003-01-23
it s hard to believe that it s been fifty years since the famous three days of peace love and music return to yasgur s farm in bethel new
york and recapture the spirit of the sixties with these eight colorful paper dolls of festival performers joan baez roger daltrey jerry
garcia jimi hendrix janis joplin carlos santana grace slick and sly stone resplendent in full psychedelic regalia each doll comes with a
groovy extra outfit

Twins Around the World 2003-02-01
let s dance this show stopping collection is filled with stars from 15 popular dance films from classics such as the red shoes and the
king and i to moulin rouge and more recent films among the featured couples are john travolta and olivia newton john in grease and
jennifer grey and patrick swayze in dirty dancing along with jennifer beals of flashdance dancers from a chorus line and other well
known performers including mikhail baryshnikov jennifer lopez and antonio banderas

Angels Paper Dolls 2010-11-18
five youngsters 6th graders are quirky bright funny kids who live in the not affluent neighborhood in the small town of garfield ohio
tulie o brien the main character is highly imaginative the leader of this little group that includes an african american girl brenda an
asian girl winsome and a boy freddie who will probably grow up to be gay they are not the most popular kids in a class ruled by
katherine bannister the daughter of the town s richest family tulie lives with her hard working mother and her eccentric grandmother
who introduces paper dolls to the youngsters they become intrigued with the creative possibilities pf this old fashioned low tech past
time and form a paper doll club the storyline follows tulie s realization that her own home made paper dolls are more valuable to her
than the enviable and expensive fashion dolls belonging to katherine tulie and katherine enemies when the story begins become
friends it is a humorous and sentimental story of friendship and positive multi generational relationships tulip o brien s cut out club is
a novel and paper doll set in one volume for middle readers the main young characters are integral to the storyline in which paper



dolls play a key part the paper dolls are to be cut from the front and back covers inside are nine black and white pages of clothes to be
colored by the readers printed on one side only to allow cutting out

Queen Elizabeth I Paper Doll 2002-01-01
2 dolls and 24 costumes re create the turn of the century charm of the gibson girl for doll collectors and fashion historians

Woodstock Paper Dolls 2019-05-15
during the air war over germany the crew of a b 17 flying fortress tries to achieve some competence as a unit before their most
catastrophic mission yet they call their plane paper doll the joke being its suggestion of flimsiness inconsequence and perishability
and none of them from the veterans to the newcomers feel the bravery they d like to project but now despite their myriad limitations
they ve been tasked with living through the tension and boredom of base life saving one another s lives and rejoicing at those missions
they ve survived until they re confronted by the shock of a mission directed against the ball bearing factories in schweinfurt a mission
that will outfly the capacities of their fighter escorts and take them hundreds of miles through the most heavily defended sectors of
the german air defense national book award finalist and author of the book of aron jim shepard brilliantly illustrates both the lunacy
and intimacy of these young men s lives on the ground as well as their growing disillusionment and terror at what lies ahead
unsentimental and unsparing in its honesty paper doll portrays with stirring clarity the realities of war and the bonds forged in the
face of death

Famous Movie Dance Stars Paper Dolls 2009-01-15
32 exotic costumes for 2 little islanders tahitian mourning dress apparel for a warrior samoan dancers and more plus headdresses
religious figures other tribal artifacts

Tulip O'Brien's Cut-Out Club 2022-09-19
cover title

Gibson Girl 1985-01-01
inspired by today s pop icons these reversible punch out dolls feature four multicultural paper performers they come with a wardrobe
of 32 mix and match costumes and a glitzy background stage scene



Paper Doll 2015-12-22

Polynesian Girl and Boy Paper Dolls 1998-01-13

Amanda's New Life 1983

Teen Pop Stars Paper Dolls 2011-08-01
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